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technology

In English in Year 9 sees the study of former GCSE texts, ‘Of Mice & Men’ and ‘Animal Farm’, whilst language 
skills are developed through creative writing and the study of War poetry.

In Science, students prepare for the demands of the AQA GCSE syllabuses, either in Dual Award or Triple Award 
Science. In year 9 our students develop their core practical skills. Students will complete a series of investigations 
and write ups to improve their understanding of Planning, Observation, Analysis and Evaluation before studying 
GCSE content. In Biology this is Cells and Bioenergetics. In Chemistry they cover Atoms, Bonds and Moles as well 
as Chemical Reactions and Energy Changes. In Physics our students study Energy, Energy Resources and Particles 
at Work.

In PE, our students learn about fitness, problem solving skills, games and athletic events. They learn how to take 
part and play activities, officiate them and coach one another. Sports played in Year 8 include Football, Netball, 
Rugby, Hockey, Cross-Country, Tennis, Cricket, Rounders and Softball.

In ICT and Computing our students develop skills in preparation for KS4, this includes using Microsoft pro-
grammes such as Word, Excel, PowerPoint but also includes developing wider skills such as video creation and ed-
iting as well as building a website.

In Humanities students study History and Geography. In History, they reflect on the significance of the Holocaust 
and the lessons learnt from such a horrific tragedy which might be applied to the modern world. Students also are 
given an opportunity to sample the topics covered at GCSE History as this will help them to make an informed de-
cision when selecting their year 10 options. These include the American West, Medicine Through Time from 1250, 
Henry VIII and Weimar and Nazi Germany. In Geography the focus is on preparing our students with the skills re-
quired for GCSE Geography and the topics include Population Dynamics, Emerging Superpowers: China and India, 
Hazardous Earth and the UK’s Evolving Physical Landscape.

In Creative Arts our students continue to study Art, Music and Drama. In Drama our students learn about interpre-
tation and spoken language by studying Let him ‘ave it as well as groupings and character motives by studying 
Blood Brothers. Our students also work in groups on choral work and learn new dramatic techniques by studying 
Brecht. In Music students study blues music, improvisation and recording, advanced guitar TAB. Finally, they dis-
play all of the skills they have learnt in KS3 through a band performance of their choosing. In Art our students use 
food and contemporary artists as inspiration for 2D and 3D designs and sculptures. These will use a range of mate
rials and construction techniques, including felt, foam and cardboard.

In French our students develop their complex vocabulary, further extend their use of the past, present and future 
tense, including the use of the imperfect and conditional tenses.

In Technology students work in a rotation on different areas throughout the year. In Textiles our students make 
products of our choice according to our own hobbies, learning more advanced skills to prepare us for key stage 4. 
In Graphics our students design our own comic books using a range of hand drawing and computer design tools in-
cluding Photoshop and Illustrator. In Design & Engineering our students make lamps using a range of materials, 
CAD/CAM and electronic components. In Food our students make canapés inspired by food from around the 
world. The skills learnt in year 7 and 8 are used to inform their own menu choices.

Students are taught in ability sets and begin to look at how to apply mathematical skills to the GCSE specification. 
Students continue to study all six strands of mathematics and these are assessed using key performance indicators 
and grade based GCSE summative tests.


